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gave    Payaaha   unto   them  (the  queens) after  completing
a  sacrifice   and   they partook   of   it  and  from   them   were
remark that .the people of the country accept its truth. But a simpler
explanation may easily be arrived at. The temple is built cldse to the
eastern base of the Western Ghats, and as their gigantic peaks intercept
and appropriate the precious burden of the clouds during the S. W.
monsoon, the locality happens by a simple natural law to be highly
favoured with rain. The local priest-hood, with a view to enhance their
own importance and gains, have turned the naturna! phenomenon
to their own advantage, clothing it with a religious and supernatural
garb.
1 Vibhandaka   Muni,   son   of   Kasyapa,   who   was   the son   of
Marichi    Brahma,   consulted   his   father    as   to   the   choice   of  the
best  place  for  tapas,   and  was  directed  to   the  spot   in    which   the
river Tungabhadra  runs  in  three   different   directions.    Vibhandaka
thereupon  went in  search of   such a   place,   commencing from   the
source of the  river, and after  passing various tirthas  and holy spots,
at Sringapura (modern  Sringeri),  and identified it with ^he locality
ordained by 'his  holy father,   from the Tungabhadra three making*
different sweeps  in  its course.   The  Rishi here  performed the rite of
tapas rigorously  for three thousand years, and  its severity (lit. jvala
flame) penetrated Indra's heaven and seriously disturbed its denizens.
They  in a  body complained of   it to their  ruler, who directed  one
Chitrasena to interrupt the tapas of VibliStn.daka.    Chitrasena thereupon
conveyed Indra's behests to Urvasi (the head of celestial, frail beauties),
who then went to the ilishi's Asrama or hermitage.   The ascetic was
then absorbed in dhyana or contemplation.  Toxvards evening (pradosha).
Vibhandaka  went to bathe in the river, and was deeply smitten with
the celestial nymph whom he encountered on the road.   He afterwards-
proceeded to the river, and performed his ablutions,  to about the same
time a doe came to drink in the river and unconciously imbibed the
washings of the ascetic.   The animal immediately became great with
young,  and in time was delivered of a human malej child, with the
unusual addition oi two horns like those of the deer.   The mother ran*
away directly after,  and Vibhandaka, who arrived at the river-side
about that time,  heard the wailing of the infant.   By second sight
.(dwjra jnanam) he perceived'that the child was his own flesh and blood
• and conveyed it to his Asrama, where he brought the child up, feeding*
him with his awn fare of roots, leaves,, &c.» and performing over him
*he prescribed rites, such as Namakarana, Jatakarana, Upanayanttt &?«

